
D.C.S.R.A. Competitions

To the Match Secretary, here are your League instructions. 

* All competitions can start upon the receipt of these instructions. 

* Cards must be in the hands of the scorer by the Saturday after the last day of shooting. 

* Obtain a “ Proof of postage “ from the Post Office for your cards, in case of cards being 
lost in the post. 

* Ensure that the correct postage is paid on all target packages sent. The scorers will not 
collect any underpaid packages from Royal Mail.  Any such packages will be recorded as 
“ No cards received “. 

Late cards will be disqualified. This rule will be strictly enforced. Extensions will be 
allowed for genuine reasons, as long as I am contacted at the earliest opportunity. 

* All cards must have a sticker on the front of the card, before shooting.  

* The universal sticker supplied must have the correct round and division numbers on. The 
sticker must be put onto each card by the Match Secretary before the cards are issued to 
the competitors.  In U.I.T. Air Weapons competitions, indicate the round and division 
number only. As a anti tamper measure, each sticker should have the shoot by date across 
the sticker and onto the card. See an example on the last page of these instructions.  

* All the competitions are seven rounds, details of which are in the Competition Details on 
pages 7 & 8.  All cards must be shot by the last date. 

* All shot cards must be signed by the shooter then witnessed and dated  as per normal 
N.S.R.A. rules. 

* Would all Match Secretaries ensure that their members are fully aware of the above 
rules.  

* Check the stickers in case of shortages, any problems ring me on 01642 476960, or 
email me redcargeoff@gmail.com 
        Good shooting  

        Geoff Close 

Durham & Cleveland Small-Bore Rifle Association 
President: P Wiffen           Vice Presidents: B.Lamb  G.Close  K.Wall 

Affiliated to the National Small-Bore Rifle Association

!



D.C.S.R.A. Competitions

All  20 Yard Competitions, Full Bore & B.P.P. Competitions  
I.S.S.F. Supported Shooting, 6 Yards Air Pistol, 6 Yards Air Rifle  and  Bench Rest  

    Mr G.Close        
    67, Winchester Road     
    REDCAR       
    Cleveland       
    TS10 3QW       

           !  01642 476960 
          Email  redcargeoff@gmail.com 

 10 Metre Air Pistol    10 Metre  Air Rifle 
        
 Mr. D.E.Grocott     Mr D.Morgan 
 44, Percy Street     16, Yew Tree Close 
 Hartlepool      Hurworth 
 Cleveland      Darlington 
 TS26 0HS      Co.Durham 
 dave.grocott@yahoo.co.uk   DL2 2HX    
        dave.morgan68@gmail.com 
   

Sporting Rifle Team Competition 
HANDICAP 

                       Consett , Hartlepool,  Mayfair. “A”, Mayfair “B”,  
             Mayfair “C “, Sunderland “A”,  Sunderland “B”, Sunderland “C”. 
        
     All the competitors in the Team Competition are also in the Individual Competition. 
    Each competitor requires 14 stickers for the season. 

Sporting Rifle Individual Competition 

              P.Stannard,  E.B.Dobson ,  S.Margison  
                        M.Turnbull,  A.Bedlington. 

             Each competitor requires 14 stickers for the season. 

mailto:redcargeoff@gmail.com


D.C.S.R.A. Competitions
20 Yards Pistol 

         S.Stonehouse  S.McMullen  B.Lamb * G.Close * 
    
    * I.S.S.F shooters in handicap only. 

     Each competitor requires 14 stickers for the season. 

20 Yards Air Rifle 

                    
                 D.Pitcairn    S.Stonehouse *  D.Stannard   S.Kreczak 
          P.Stannard   K.Jones   N.Sowden * 
        
    * I.S.S.F shooters in handicap only. 

     Each competitor requires 14 stickers for the season. 

Shoot By Dates  

Black  Powder  Pistol 

         This competition will not run this season due to lack of entries.  

      Each competitor requires 7 stickers for the season. 

Round 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Last Date 12 Dec 9 Jan 23 Jan 6 Feb 20 Feb 6 Mar 20 Mar



D.C.S.R.A. Competitions

Underlever  Rifle  

             W.Pow   B.Lamb   J.Piggford   J.Aittis   
                       D.Traill   K.Jones   S.McMullen  D.Smith 

               Due to the low entry and odd average splits, this competition will be run 
                 on a gunscore and handicap basis.    

        Each competitor requires 14 stickers for the season. 

Gallery  Rifle  

              B.Lamb   D.Traill  M.Saunders  J.Aittis    G.Cooke  

                         
   Due to the low entry and odd average splits, this competition 

            will be run on a gunscore and handicap basis. 

         Each competitor requires 21 stickers for the season. 

Standard  Sporting  Rifle 
  

     B.Lamb    C.Cutler    V.Atherton   T.Bunker  
  D.Traill  S.Atherton  A.Bedlington   

P.McMillan  J.Aittis   G.Cooke   J.Waite  
                 

       Due to the low entry and odd average splits, this competition 
will be run on a gunscore and handicap basis. 

          Each competitor requires 21 stickers for the season. 



D.C.S.R.A. Competitions

Air  Pistol  10  Metres  

  Div.1    Div.2    Div.3  
  
  P.Sambells   S.Stonehouse  L.Bouch 
  A.Simpson   S.Taylor   K.Taylor 
  M.Coulson   S.Kreczak   K.Watson 
  C.Bracken   D.E.Grocott   D.Parker 
  J.Taylor   T.Wilson   J.Atkinson  
  D.Morgan   S.Cowley   
  G.Close 
        
   Each competitor requires 28 stickers for the season. 

    Air  Pistol  Own  Start  Team 

   Truro    Hurworth “A”   Hurworth “B”   W.A.R.R. 

Air  Pistol  10 Mtrs  I.S.S.F ( Supported Shooting ) 
            
                G.Clifford   K.Allen  P.Stannard 
    I.Ramsdale   I Stevenson   G.Close 
                

Due to the low entry and odd average splits, this competition 
will be run on a handicap basis only. 

                Each competitor requires 28 stickers for the season 

Air  Pistol  6  Yards 
            
         S.Kreczak   J.Atkinson  J.Dean  D.E.Grocott  K.Taylor  S.Stonehouse 
       P.Lambert  G.Chaytors * B.Lamb *  K.Allen *  G.Close * P.Lambert * 
        

Due to the low entry and odd average splits, this competition will be run 
on a gunscore and handicap basis.  * I.S.S.F shooters in handicap only. 

                  Each competitor requires 28 stickers for the season. 



D.C.S.R.A. Competitions
Air  Rifle  10 Metres 

       
               E.Clyburn *  D.Morgan  D.Parker * A.Garrett  B.Garrett 
                D.Mutter   F.Smith *  N.Parry  G.Chaytors * W.Lau  
               Mrs B.Dempsey  G.Clifford *  I West  I.Stevenson * 
      M.Coulson  E.B.Johnson  M.Sullivan  J.Harrison  
  

Due to the low entry and odd average splits, this competition will be run 
on a gunscore and handicap basis. * I.S.S.F shooters in handicap only. 

                  Each competitor requires 28 stickers for the season. 

    
Air Rifle  6  Yards   

          
          Mrs B.Dempsey  A.Garrett   B.Garrett    
                  P.Hinnigan   A.Baird  J.Atkinson *  E.Clyburn *   
         B.Lamb  J.Gault   J.Dean  F.Smith * 
                  

            Due to the low entry and odd average splits, this competition will be run 
on a gunscore and handicap basis. * I.S.S.F shooters in handicap only. 

                  Each competitor requires 28 stickers for the season. 

     

Bench Rest Rifle @ 20 yds 2010 BR17 - 18   

This Competition will be run on a gunscore and handicap basis only. 

          J.Mothersole  W.H.White   Derek Woodhouse  B.Lamb   Dave Woodhouse   
     K.Bainbridge   D.Parker  G.Lutz   B.Walker   A.Fowler  J.Hutchinson 
               M. H.White  I.Stevenson   G.March  C.Slater  P.Lithgow  J.Aittis     
    K.Rowell  J.Wilkinson C.Clifford  D.Smith  L.Chatterton  B.Morrow   
      C.Dean  A.Bedlington   W.McMullen  M.Saunders G.Clifford 
     J.Barrow  S.McMullen  T.Bunker  P.Davies  V.Davies A.El Safy   
       B.Dagg   I. Carmichael  P.Knight  P.Richardson  D.Crowe            
        S.Lough  S.Lyons  N.White  D.Hewitt S.Dodsworth  S.Glen 

   Each competitor requires 14 stickers for the season. 



D.C.S.R.A. Competitions

COMPETITION  DETAILS 

Sporting Rifle 2 x PL14 -18 @ 20 yds, or PL15 -18 scored as PL14, 10 shots in 10 
min / card. Rifle to be held with hands only. No slings,  palm shelves, 
or any other type of support. Any type of sights can be used. ( Mark 
stickers SPR ) 

20 yds  Pistol Air or Longarm 2 x PL15 -18 @ 20 yds, 10 shots in 10 min / card. 
    ( Mark stickers Pistol)  

20 yds Air Rifle  2 x PL14 -18 @ 20 yds, 10 shots in 10 min / card.   See Sporting Rifle 
for details ( Mark stickers AR ) 
SAFETY - In both of these 20 yds competitions ensure that a suitable 
deflector plate, or pellet catcher, is used to avoid any ricochet / 
bounce hazard from the rubber curtain.  

Underlever Rifle  2 x PL15-18 @ 20 yds, 10 shots in 10 min / card. Only Full-Bore 
rifles in this competition. See Sporting Rifle for details. 

 ( Mark stickers ULR )  
  

Black Powder Pistol  1 x PL12 -18 @ 20 yds, 10 shots / card due to loading limitations. 
PL7 @ 25 mtrs, or PL8 centres @ 25 mtrs can be used as alternative 
targets in this competition.  

    ( Mark stickers BPP ) 

Standard Sporting Rifle 3 x PL12 -18 @ 20 yds / round PL7 -18, or PL8 -18 centres @ 25  
    mtrs can also be used as alternative targets in this competition. Rifles 
    can be loaded and made ready @ 45 degrees. 
    There will be THREE targets used in each round, each will have  
    TWO series of FIVE shots on it, making ten scoring shots per card.  
    Target 1  Marked “SLOW”  Will be TWO series of  FIVE  
    shots, with each series being shot in 150 seconds. 
    Target 2 Marked “TIMED” Will be TWO series of  FIVE  
    shots, with each series being shot in 20 seconds. 
    Target 3 Marked “RAPID” Will be TWO series of  FIVE  
    shots, with each series being shot in 10 seconds. 
     ( Mark stickers STD SR ) 



D.C.S.R.A. Competitions

Gallery Rifle  3 x PL12 -18 @ 20 yds / round PL7 -18, or PL8 -18 centres @ 25 
mtrs can also be used as alternative targets in this competition. Rifles 
can be loaded and made ready @ 45 degrees. 

( Mark sticker SLOW )  1 card slow fire with 12 shots in 5 min , including reloads. 

( Mark sticker TIMED )   1 card timed fire. 2 strings of 6 shots. each string is 1 shot per 2  
second exposure, with a 5 second away time. 12 shots total. Turning 
targets, or timed with a stopwatch and whistle. See the 6 shot time 
sequence below.   * indicates a 1 shot period.   

0 5 7 12 14 19 21 26 28       33        35     40      42 
                   *                       *                     *                       *                      *                 * 

( Mark sticker RAPID ) 1 card rapid fire, 6 shots. Two shots per 3 seconds exposure  
    with a 5 second away time. See the time sequence below.  
    * indicates a 2 shot period.  
    0 5 8 13 16 21 24  
                   *           *          * 

U.I.T. Air Pistol  4 x Air 4/89-18 @ 10 metres, 4 x Air 8 -18 @ 6 yards,  
Including I.S.S.F.  with 5 shots per target in each round. ( Ex 200 ) 
supported shooting .    

 U.I.T. Air Rifle  4 x Air 3/89 -18 @ 10 metres, 4 Air 7 -18 @ 6 yards per  
    round.  
    Both are 5 bull targets, one shot at each bull. ( Ex 200 ) 

Bench Rest Rifle @ 20 Yds 2 x ten diagram targets, ex 200.  
     Any sights, Air 0.177 / 0.22 or 0.22 R/F 
     One front rest, or bipod. Shot on the  
     20 Yards Bench Rest target 2010 BR17 -18 

Alternative Targets  To save clubs money, the competitions that are shot 
    on the full size 20 Yards targets, can be shot on the  
    smaller 20 Yards “centres” . 
    For the  PL14, the  PL14/06 -18 can be used. 
    For the  PL15, the  PL15/09 -18  can be used. 



D.C.S.R.A. Competitions

An example of sticker with shoot by date, as an anti tamper measure. 

!  

Additional Notes 

Self Scoring  For those clubs who have qualified scorers and are taking  
   part in the competitions, please note :-  
   
   Self score your first round targets but send them in to the  
   appropriate league scorer for checking. Self score the following  
   rounds and send in your scores by the shoot by date for each  
   round. Retain all your cards, as you will be asked to submit a  
   further round, chosen at random, at a later date for checking.  
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